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Introduction: Conventional Planning  Processes

Information, Knowledge Professional expertise Civil society

Example: housing & built
environment

Decision makers

Motives
Values
Preferences



Terminology

What is Participation ?

Participation is a term with numerous

definitions in many fields.

‘Participation occurs when individuals who

are not elected or appointed officials of 

institutions and governments are able to 

take part in decision-making about the 

institutions, programmes or environments

that affect them.’

(A. Churchman, 1987). (Source: S. Arnstein, 1969)



A Brief History of Participation

Beginnings of Participation

Activist movement in 1960s

- empowerment of underprivileged  (e.g. Paulo Freire)

- advocacy planning in cities (e.g. Ralph Nader)

Applied anthropology from 1970s

- indepth understanding with tacit knowledge

Questionning rural development from 1970s

- limits of conventional project definition and implementation

- lack of concern with worst cases of poverty.

Agenda 21 from 1990s



Terminology

Clarification of terms

Information.

Consultation.

Negotiation.

Participation.

Representative democracy.

Participative democracy.

(Melbourne, Australia)



Challenges of Implementation

Prerequisites for Participation

1.  Political acceptability & commitment

2.  Institutional acceptability & support

3.  Access to data and information

4.  Uses of communication tools & methods

5.  Dialogue platform, community interest

6.  Individual attitudes, objectives & values.



EU Institutional Context

UNECE Aarhus Convention 
(1998)

Public Participation

Access to Information

Access to Justice



Participatory & Transdisciplinary Projects

(Source: S. Cornell et al. (2013). Opening up knowledge systems for better responses to global 
environmental change. Environmental Science &  Policy, vol.28: pp.60-70).

Collective
Organization

Shared 
Conceptual
Framework

Consensus
BuildingCommitment



Q. What is transdisciplinarity?

Trans-disciplinarity is different from inter-disciplinarity

A different kind of knowledge production for improved understanding of 
complex questions for action – concern with ‘the applicability gap’

Integration of scientific knowledge with professional know-how and tacit 
knowledge (instrumental knowledge) & ethical knowledge & aesthetic 
knowledge using multiple research methods and tools.

Dialogue between scientists, professionals and groups in society to build 
consensus and a shared understanding.

Concern with real world challenges (e.g. obesity, urbanization, climate 
change etc.) and links theory and practice.

Analyses the contextual conditions of localities, or situations, or themes.



Knowledge Creation 
&
Communication

Type 1
Community Associations
(neighbourhood forums …)

Type 2
Citizen Consultation Spaces
(public office …)

Type 3
Local Democratic Processes
(citizens juries, focus groups
consensus workshops …)

(Source: R. Kaufmann-Hayoz, 2001)



Transdisciplinarity &

http://www.nyon.ch/fr/officiel/developpement-durable/companyon-la-demarche-en-bref-1047-5642



COMPANYON

Context of COMPANYON

Conflit

Paternalism

Co-production.

(Source: Susskind & Elliot, 1983)

NYON



Visioning the Future we Want

COLLABORATIVE  PROCESS

Phase 1 :   2  Civic Forums

(Nov./Dec. 2006)

Phase 2 :  2  Consensus Workshops

8  Workshops for Youth

Phase 3 :  Consolidation & 

validation of projets

Phase 4 : Presentation to public 

(February 2008)

NYON



COMPANYON – Phase 1

2 Civic Forums

90 participants in each

12 hours of collaboration

1. What problems exist in Nyon?
2. What is your ideal future for Nyon?
3. Propose contrete projects (next 5 

years).

Outcome: 111 suggestions

Social Integration (40)
Urban development (59)
Communication (12)



COMPANYON - Phase 2

2 Consensus Workshops
15 participants in each

7 X 4 hours of collaboration

Outcome: 36 proposals retained

(from 111 suggestions)

8 Workshops for Youth
2 hours per workshop

137 participants

Outcome: 26 projects 



COMPANYON - Phases 3 & 4

Consolidation & Validation of Proposals

Outcome: 29 proposals retained; 13 specific 

measures

Presentation to Public

Public Meeting

Documentation on-line

http://www.nyon.ch/multimedia/docs/2009/04/ProgrammeAction.pdf



CommunicaNyon: 
direction & strategy CompaNyon

Inform.   FileInform.   FileInform.   FileInform.   File

Information & 
Welcome Centre

Open & Continued 
Dialogue

EvaluatioNyon : are these initiatives 
forcommunication/information efficient ? 

Political & 
Adminsitrative
Authorities

Municipality
Local Council
Departements

Local Residents

Dissemination & acess to 
information; promotion of Nyon

Dialogue & consultation

Communication

Positive
Living in NyonLiving in NyonLiving in NyonLiving in Nyon

Communication, Consultation, Collaboration



Dialogue Platforms

Knowledge production for society or with society!

RESEARCHERS

PROFESSIONAL
KNOW-HOW

URBAN KNOWLEDGE
AND PRACTICE  

ARENA

SCIENTIFIC
KNOWLEDGE

PROFESSIONAL
PRACTITIONERS

DECISION 
MAKERS

STAKEHOLDERS

COST Action C20: Urban Knowledge Arenas



(Source: ICSU, Future Earth. The transdisciplinary Future Earth integration space as seen by the Berlin 
workshop (March 2012); scientific integration = integration across academic and social sciences, humanities 
and engineering) disciplines; international integration = integration from local to global and across nations 
and cultures; and sectoral integration = integration across science and society).

Addressing Complexity

Several disciplines …

Several geo-political levels …

Several cultures & values …

=

Several knowledge domains



ECONOMIC

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

ENVIRONMENT

PARTICIPATION

Rethinking Sustainable Development



Rethinking the Future we Want

Challenges

Shift from representative democracy to participatory democracy

Replacing self-interest by the common good

Scenarios are still rarely used

New education & training is necessary.
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Group Exercise

1.  Each participant is a member of a working group of 4 persons.
2.  Each participant should nominate the stakeholder groups that are relevant to 

their case.
3.  Each participant should order/select the 3 most important stakeholder groups 

for their case.
4.  Each participant allocates a role to the other members of their group as a 

stakeholder of their case.
5.  Each participant presents their case to their group using a 3 minute pitch, and 

asks each member of the group to comment on the case from their 
stakeholder perspective: Is something missing? Is something not clear?

6.  Once the whole group has presented their case using this exercise, the group 
will select one case to be presented to the whole workshop.

7.  The selected case of each group is presented using a 3 minute pitch; other 
members of the group assume their stakeholder role and there is a Q & 
A for all participants in the workshop.

Lessons learned: The participants will consider how the lessons learned from 
this workshop will influence their analysis and interpretation of their selected 
cases. 


